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Coherent Flow Structures at Earth's SurfaceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An expert review of recent progress in the study of turbulent flows with a focus on recently identified organized structures. 

	

	This book reviews the recent progress in the study of the turbulent flows that sculpt the Earth’s surface, focusing in particular on the organized structures that have been...
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Hematopoietic Growth Factors in Oncology: Basic Science and Clinical Therapeutics (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004

	Leading oncologists, hematologists, and nephrologists comprehensively review the role of HGFs in clinical practice, explain the molecular basis of their effects, and consider potential future developments. The authors focus on the use of HGFs in oncology, describing their cutting-edge application to patients with lung cancer, Hodgkin's...
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Programming Windows Identity Foundation (Dev - Pro)Microsoft Press, 2010

	A few years ago, I was sitting at a table playing a game of poker with a few colleagues from Microsoft who had all been involved at various times in the development of Web Services Enhancements for Microsoft .NET (WSE). Don Box, Mark Fussell, Kirill Gavrylyuk, and I played the hands while showman extraordinaire Doug Purdy engaged us with...
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Develop Your Leadership Skills (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2012

	Leadership skills have now been universally recognised as

	a key ingredient – some would say the key ingredient – in

	management. A good manager is now by definition a leader.

	Equally, a good leader will also be a manager.





	But how do you become such a leader? Is it possible to

	develop your own...
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A Systemic Perspective on Cognition and MathematicsCRC Press, 2013

	This book is devoted to the study of human thought, its systemic structure, and the historical development of mathematics both as a product of thought and as a fascinating case analysis. After demonstrating that systems research constitutes the second dimension of modern science, the monograph discusses the yoyo model, a recent...
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Metonymy: Hidden Shortcuts in Language, Thought and Communication (Cambridge Studies in Cognitive Linguistics)Cambridge University Press, 2015

	'Metonymy' is a type of figurative language used in everyday conversation, a form of shorthand that allows us to use our shared knowledge to communicate with fewer words than we would otherwise need. 'I'll pencil you in' and 'let me give you a hand' are both examples of metonymic language. Metonymy serves a wide...
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Essential Windows Workflow Foundation (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
  

Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) is a groundbreaking approach to writing and executing programs. WF programs are assembled out of resumable program statements called activities, which provide encapsulation of both domainspecific logic and control flow patterns reflective of real-world...
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Interactive Collaborative Information Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	The increasing complexity of our world demands new perspectives on the role of technology in human decision making. We need new technology to cope with the increasingly complex and information-rich nature of our modern society. This is particularly true for critical environments such as crisis management and traffic management, where humans...
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Type Theory and Functional Programming (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1991

	This book explores the role of Martin-Lof s constructive type theory in computer programming. The main focus of the book is how the theory can be successfully applied in practice. Introductory sections provide the necessary background in logic, lambda calculus and constructive mathematics, and exercises and chapter summaries are included to...
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Book: A Futurist's Manifesto: A Collection of Essays from the Bleeding Edge of PublishingO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The ground beneath the book publishing industry dramatically shifted in 2007, the year the Kindle and the iPhone debuted. Widespread consumer demand for these and other devices has brought the pace of digital change in book publishing from "it might happen sometime" to "it’s happening right now"—and it...
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Promoting Balanced Competitiveness Strategies of Firms in Developing Countries (Innovation, Technology, and Knowledge Management)Springer, 2011

	Since the pioneering work of Joseph Schumpeter (1942), it has been assumed that innovations typically play a key role in firms’ competitiveness.  This assumption has been applied to firms in both developed and developing countries. However, the innovative capacities and business environments of firms in developing countries are...
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Cardiac Gene Expression: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2007

	This book presents both cutting-edge and established methods for studying cardiac gene expression. The protocols provide a template for solid research, and cover the process through screening, analysis, characterization, and functional confirmation of novel genes or known genes with a new function. The concluding section of the book...
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